
and increase confidence in vehicle control and 
utilisation.

Not only are SAFED techniques effective, they are 
simple and easy to apply, meaning drivers and 
employers alike can begin to reap the benefits 
from day one.

Each course specifically includes:

An introduction to SAFED

Preliminary SAFED theory

Pre-start vehicle checks

Driving assessment

Vehicle and road craft instruction

Driver validation exercise

Underpinning knowledge exercise

Assessment

Summary report and feedback

On completion, individuals will attain a SAFED 
certificate evidencing their ability to consistently 
endorse best practice whilst out on the road, 
ultimately enhancing a business’ profile and 
profitability.

“The financial savings are outstanding – we knew 
that improving driving techniques and knowledge 
across our fleet would have benefits, but we never 
thought it would be to this extent.”

Brian Wheadon, Support Services Director, Yodel

Who is it for?
Expertly designed to provide individuals with a 
fundamental understanding of Safe and Fuel Effi-
cient Driving techniques, System Training’s SAFED 
course is suitable for anyone looking to lower their 
fuel, vehicle and insurance costs, whilst also pro-
moting a reduction in environmental pollution.

Benefits to the driver
Promote your own safety and that of your 
vehicle, load and other road users

Develop your skills 

Expand your knowledge 

Increase your confidence

Enhance your employment opportunities

Benefits to the employer
Highly trained, knowledgeable workforce

Significantly reduce your fuel spend

Improve the residual value of your vehicles

Reduce vehicle downtime and costs 

Potentially reduce insurance premiums

Reduce environmental pollution

The course
Available on a range of vehicles, the SAFED 
training programme equips learners with the 
indispensable expertise required to enhance road 
safety, minimise the risk of an incident, reduce 
stress and fatigue, lessen fuel consumption,
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Did you know?

Despite initially being delivered to less than 
10% of Yodel drivers, System Training’s SAFED 
programme resulted in the following reductions 
within a 12 month period:

£600,000 saving in fuel costs

48% less incidents

£1.6m saving on costs related to bumps, 
dents and scratches

Duration
1 day (qualifies for up to 7 hours Driver CPC, if 
appropriate)


